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Abstract
The request for a strengthening of academic research at the German economic research institutes by the German
Science Council more than a decade ago was founded on the crucial insight that sound policy advice—the traditional task of the institutes—can only be guaranteed in the long term if it is based on applied research carried out
within the institutes themselves. Based on publications in academic journals, the central criterion of research
evaluation, research output has improved remarkably in scope and quality and has involved an ever rising number of scholars within the institutes. It can be considered to be a substantial success of German reform policy,
which should be internationally recognized. The present study demonstrates the implications of different methods of filtering and weighting research output to measure publication performance. The ranking of the institutes
computed here on the basis of a wide range of alternative concepts provides fairly robust findings. The results
are distorted, however, if they are based on a highly selective list of journals as was the case in previous literature.
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Introduction

Applied research, policy advice and service for the public are the main tasks of the publicly financed
economic research institutes in Germany.1 The unique feature of these institutes is the close con-

nection in their work between research and policy advice, but also the interrelationship between research, policy advice and service, and in contrast to government research bodies their political and academic independence. The institutes have expanded their research activities significantly over the last decade in order to meet the requirements of Leibniz Society
(WGL) and the German Science Council ("Wissenschaftsrat") to improve their academic
foundation. A strong scientific foundation is of key importance and significance for qualified
advice on economic policy according to the German Science Council as outlined in its statement on the economic research institutes (Wissenschaftsrat, 1998). Scientific excellence is
also the central criterion of the regular evaluations by independent, external evaluation committees, and a failure to meet the requirements entails the threat of losing public funding.
Indeed, only sustained research activities can provide the basis for the high-quality policy
advice and the excellent service that will stand up to global competition for the best national
economic policies.
Outstanding research is also a necessary prerequisite for the national as well as the international visibility of the economic research institutes. Publications in peer-reviewed journals are generally regarded as evidence of scientific excellence. Recent studies by Steininger
and Süßmuth (2005, 2006), Steininger (2007), as well as Keil and Huber (2004, 2007) have
assessed the publication activities of the economic research institutes.2 The studies by Steininger and Süßmuth (2006) as well as Steininger (2007), which were published exclusively in
the Handelsblatt, the leading German daily newspaper for the business community, are indicators of the substantial public interest in the research efforts of the institutes and the increasing competitive climat that they face. These “Research ratings” also recommended by the
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See WGL (1999), p. 25.
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There has been more research in the recent literature on rankings of university economics departments. See
Coupe (2003) and Kalaitzidaki, Mamuneas and Stengos (2003) as examples for worldwide rankings. Beside
rakings for U.S. Departments (see for example Thursby (2000)) there are also rankings of departments in Europe
by Kalaitzidaki, Mamuneas and Stengos (2003) as well as Germany, Austria and Switzerland by Bommer and
Ursprung (1998). Another set of studies focus on the ranking of individual researchers. In general, these studies
use a citation based approach for ranking research output. An important recent study was provided by Ursprung
and Zimmer (2007), who have evaluated the research output of the 27 best German economists.
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German Science Council3 document the efforts of the institutes to meet these increased demands for high-quality academic output, and thus also promote effective competition among
the institutes.
Frey (2007) has recently attacked the evaluation approach as creating "evaluitis", since
this would create the wrong incentives and generate a waste of resources. It would lead to the
production of misleading statistics that would aim at proving false success. He suggests competition policy and a proper and highly selective manpower management as alternatives.
However, competition among researcher should ensure that the best statistical basis will be
established. Evaluation through rankings or through visits of evaluation committees using
these rankings wisely will generate the right competitive environment without that no leadership can guarantee the proper development of an institution.
Our study examines the publication activities of Germany’s economic research institutes in the peer-reviewed journals listed in the Social Science Citation Index for the period
from 2000 to 2006. Various evaluation criteria are employed to provide a differentiated picture of the institutes’ publication output. In addition to analyzing publication output, this
study also aims at identifying the intensity with which the researchers employed at the respective institutes contribute to the research. The robustness of the results is examined in analyses
using different evaluation criteria. The study aims to measure the extent to which the economic research institutes are meeting the demand to establish strong, broadly based scientific
foundations for their policy advisory work and services, and to identify their publication
strategies to reach their goals.

2

Background, Data and methods

This study deals with the publications in peer-reviewed journals of the German economic
research institutes that are members of the Leibniz Society (WGL). These institutes include
the German Institute for Economic Research (DIW Berlin), the Kiel Institute for the World
Economy (IfW), the ifo Institute for Economic Research (ifo), the Halle Institute for Economic Research (IWH), the Rhineland-Westphalian Institute for Economic Research (RWI)
and the Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW), among many more research insti-
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The German Science Council is conducting now for the first time studies itself. The research ratings are currently being done for chemistry and sociology as “pilot disciplines”.
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tutes from various disciplines. Our study also takes into account publications of the Hamburg
World Economic Archive (HWWA), which was a member of the WGL up to the end of 2006,
and whose research is now being continued in part by the privately financed Hamburg World
Economic Institute (HWWI).4 The data used in this study are taken from the annual reports of
the institutes or, insofar as not available there, from their websites.5
As a tool for measuring publication output, our survey concentrates on the peerreviewed journals listed in the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), which covers not only
economics and all its sub-disciplines but also all related sciences such as sociology, political
science, and demography. This breadth is particularly important since institutions like the
research institutes that stand in the public spotlight require such a broad scientific basis given
the interdisciplinary nature of many different research topics.6 The SSCI Index guarantees a
high standard of quality in academic journals through strict admission criteria, and thus offers
a natural benchmark for studies focusing on the evaluation of publications.
In order to carry out a clearly defined evaluation of the research institutes’ publication
output, this study only takes into account publications by permanent employees or permanent
scholarship holders of the institutes. Publications by so-called (external) fellows and shortterm visiting fellows who list affiliation to the institutes in their publications are as a rule not
taken into account, because this work is usually not original research conducted at the institutes. The networks with visiting fellows differ widely in character and function; they mainly
provide research impulses for the scientific activities of the institutes. Here, we therefore
consider only publications by fellows and visitors with a stay of six months or longer, based
on data from employee lists published in the annual reports, on the internet, and in the CVs of
the authors. This distinguishes the present study from its predecessors, most of which use the
affiliation listed by the authors of the publications in question.
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Not taken into account here are the Bonn Institute for the Study of Labor (IZA) and the Science Centre Berlin
(WZB). The WZB is a multi-disciplinary think tank with a small number of economists. Its research groups can
rather be compared with larger endowed chairs at universities with a low level of teaching obligations. The IZA
offers only temporary research positions, primarily employs young scientists after their doctorate and is largely an
international network of researcher. Both institutions have a lower level of policy advice obligations, although they
are committed to economic policy advice. In the analysis presented here, the HWWI is connected to the HWWA,
where absolute figures are provided.
5

In addition, the data were compared and if applicable corrected using the database ISI Web of Knowledge.
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Institutes such as the DIW Berlin have moreover a high share of researchers with non-economic and interdisciplinary research topics for instance in the departments for Energy, Transportation, and Environment and the
Socio-economic Panel Study. Therefore research results are also published e.g. in renowned non-economic
journals such as Energy Policy, Electoral Studies, International Migration Review, Journal of Gerontology, Public
Opinion Quarterly, Sociological Methods and Research and Transportation Reviews.
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Measurement and evaluation of the publications

Various criteria are available for the bibliometric evaluation of the publication data. These
range from simply counting articles, to adjusting data using quality weighting factors, and to
conducting an impact analysis of the publications. This study does not limit itself to a single
evaluation criterion, but rather employs a variety of indicators and different means of filtering
the data to derive comprehensive findings on publication activities. It thus intends to produce
more robust and meaningful findings than those of past studies. After all, narrowly defined
analytical concepts are of little help to anyone.
Our evaluation of the number of publications in SSCI journals shows an increase in research output across all the institutes in the past few years, and thus confirms the basic results
achieved in the previous literature. Fig. 1 exhibits publications in SSCI journals from 2000 to
2006. A significant increase in the published output by the institutes surveyed can be seen,
with a rise from just 66 publications at the beginning of the period, as the average in the years
2000 and 2001, to over three times this number for the average of the years 2005 and 2006
with its 241 publications. This trend can also be observed at the level of the individual institutes. The growth was strongest at DIW Berlin, with an increase of 5.5 times the original
figure, and weakest at IfW, with an increase of 0.8 times the original figure. It is also clear
that DIW Berlin is the institute with the strongest research output based on the absolute number of publications since 2004, and thus has outpaced ZEW, which dominated the field from
2000 to 2003.7
The evaluation of the market shares of the absolute research output based on the three
periods (2000 to 2001, 2002 to 2004, 2005 to 2006) in Fig. 2 shows that ifo, ZEW and DIW
Berlin constantly feature shares of more than 15%. DIW Berlin is the only institute that succeeded in continuously increasing its publication output over the period of analysis. The falling market share of ZEW is also due to the higher publication figures of the other institutes.
The number of SSCI publications by ZEW in 2006 indicates that the institute is following a
similar course of development to DIW Berlin. The SSCI publication output of ifo, on the
other hand, dropped from 2005 to 2006 (Fig. 1). RWI and IWH showed a moderate increase
in the number of publications since 2003. IfW’s publication output since 2002 has ranged
7

DIW Berlin staff also has a low number of publications in peer-reviewed journals of the Science Citation Index
(SCI), the Arts & Humanities Citation Index (AHCI) and the CompuMath Citation Index (CMCI). These publications are not taken into account here in this study.
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from stagnation to a slight decrease. The results on the institutes’ market shares are confirmed
if co-authorships are also taken into account when measuring the publications by counting
only a proportional share of joint publications with scholars from other institutes.8
The absolute size of the research output measured by the total number of publications
for each institute or the share of the total market are in fact comparably simple measures for
research performance. However, they are also important indicators for the visibility of the
institutes in academia. There is nothing wrong with absolute measures: The world champion
in exports of 2007, Germany, and the likely new champion in 2008, China, is selected according to its absolute size, not in terms of exports divided by population size.
The number of published pages is also sometimes used as an indicator for measuring
publication output (see the studies of Steininger and Süßmuth, 2005 and 2006, as well as
Steininger, 2007). Fig. 3 shows publication lengths with pro rata consideration of coauthorships for the three periods. The aforementioned results for the institutes with a high
share of the research output are robust overall. There was a slight shift in the market shares
from DIW Berlin to ZEW and ifo, and IfW overtook the third place from ifo in the middle
period. Larger changes can be observed only among the institutes with low market shares.9
However, the publication length must generally be considered to be a problematic
benchmark for assessing publication output. The printed word density per page varies between the journals, although this distortion can be corrected by adjustment factors. It is more
important to recognize that the number of pages is largely regulated by the majority of journals, typically there is a fixed maximum. The exact length of an article is thus an insufficient
indicator for its scientific substance. The fact that some journals allow for longer articles does
not necessarily mean that these contributions are better.10
While an assessment based on the absolute number of published papers provides a
good measure of the visibility of the institute, it disregards the fact that the institutes differ
widely in size. The absolute number of publications thus does not say anything about produc-
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It is customary to divide a paper by the number of authors. This is a radical procedure as co-operations of
scientists are desired particularly in research institutes – also with regard to the range of effect of the research
and the policy advice and have a greater innovative potential. Particularly, empirically-oriented scientists work in
teams and are thus discriminated compared to colleagues with a focus in theory where working alone is more
common. Young scientists could provide better results if this criterion would be waived. However, in this study we
follow the traditional procedure.
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See also the statements of Keil and Huber (2007), p. 4.
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The quality is better to assess by the frequency with which the articles are cited.
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tivity, that is, publication output in relation to the number of staff members working at the
institutes. Hence, Fig. 4 exhibits the annual number of SSCI publications per researcher based
on full-time equivalents (FTE).11 However, the development of the performance is similar for
the relative publication output and for the absolute output.
In the years 2000 and 2001, on average only every tenth full-time equivalent researcher published in an SSCI journal. In the last two years 2005 and 2006, however, almost
one of three researchers has been able to publish an article in an SSCI journal. This can be
understood as a major success for German science.
DIW Berlin was the only institute to exceed the mark of 0.5 articles per full-time
equivalent in the period surveyed, achieving a value of 0.68 in 2006. Based on this indicator,
HWWA appears in a much better position over the period surveyed than based on the absolute research output.
A comparison of the market shares of relative and absolute research output shows that
there are several clear changes in the publication ranking. The three best-placed (and large)
institutes (DIW Berlin, ifo and ZEW) decreased in significance as compared to IfW, RWI,
IWH and HWWA (compare Fig. 5 with Fig. 2). At HWWA and IfW, we see a higher relative
research output than at DIW Berlin and ifo for the first two periods.12 The decision to remove
HWWA from the list of publicly funded service institutions with the task of performing research has apparently had no effect on this institute’s progress in research productivity.
Smaller shifts of the ranking in Fig. 5 are produced if other indicators are used for
measuring the relative research output. The consideration of co-authorships assessed based on
the number of publications as well as the publication length consistently leads to a fall in the
market share of DIW Berlin. When the number of pages per full-time equivalent is weighted
by institution, DIW Berlin maintains its position in the ranking only in the third period. In this
case, ifo, ZEW, IfW and HWWA occupy better positions than before (see Fig. 6).

11 The data concerning the full-time equivalents of the institutes for the period from 2000 to 2005 were made
available to the authors through the friendly support of Mr Steininger. The data for 2006 are estimates, which
were forecast based on the ratio of the number of scientists to the number of full-time equivalents in 2005 by
using the data concerning the number of scientists for 2006.
12

HWWI can show a publication output of 0.63 articles per full-time equivalent for 2006 (see Fig. 4). Owing to the
structural change associated with the transition from HWWA to HWWI, the relative publication output of 2006 can
no longer be compared with the previous values for the years 2000 to 2005 and is therefore disregarded.
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Robustness of the results with another selection of journals

The results of the publication ranking are based on various assumptions. In their survey,
Steininger and Süßmuth (2006) identify the eclectic selection of research institutes used in
various surveys as a decisive factor for the research rankings produced. The following section
shows, however, that the selection of journals used in the underlying journal reference list has
a decisive influence on the rankings of the economic research institutes. We thus adopt the
approach employed by Steininger and Süßmuth to establish full comparability of the consequences of this selection when compared with our findings so far.
The selection of journals of Steininger and Süßmuth is based on the results of the
study of Bräuninger and Haucap (2001), which uses a survey among members of the Verein
für Socialpolitik, the German Economic Association. In the study by Steininger (2007) out of
a total of 150 journals from Bräuninger and Haucap’s list, 64 were ultimately included, 51 of
which are SSCI journals. However, non-peer-reviewed journals such as “Wirtschaftsdienst”
or “Wirtschaftswissenschaftliches Studium” were included as well. In addition, important
research fields such as energy and environmental economics, demography and related sciences such as sociology are not covered by journals on the Steininger list.13 Steininger and
Süßmuth (2006) also consider the differing scientific quality of the publications by using
weighting factors when setting up the publication ranking, which are also based on the survey
results of Bräuninger and Haucap (2001). These weightings essentially reflect the views of
German economics professors regarding these journals’ scientific relevance and importance
for their own work as well. Such a weighting appears questionable, at least if one intends to
evaluate the publication output of research institutes that are obligated to provide advice on
economic Research output in non-economics or interdisciplinary journals is completely disregarded, ignoring most of the scientific output of two out of seven departments at DIW Berlin.
In order to achieve comparability, one would at least have to disregard these departments in
the calculations for the full-time equivalents of the institute.
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The SSCI Index currently covers 210 professional journals in economics, 105 in sociology, 99 in political science, and 21 in demography. The Steininger list is thus deliberately selective, this is part of a specific quality filter,
which however in our opinion does not meet international standards.
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The results of the publication ranking using the methods of Steininger and Süßmuth
(2006) deviate in some cases substantially from the results cited above.14 Based on the journal
reference list used with Steininger (2007) with consideration of the quality weightings Fig. 7
shows a fall in the research output over the three periods at ZEW and IfW as well as an increase in the research output of DIW Berlin and ifo. The ifo Institute achieves the highest
market share in the last period, followed by DIW Berlin and ZEW. If the quality-weighted
number of published pages is used as an indicator taking into account co-authorships, however, ZEW dominates the publication ranking across all periods (Fig. 8). The market shares of
the publication output by DIW Berlin fall clearly behind ifo, ZEW and also IfW in the middle
range of the ranking.
The analysis of the relative research output (productivity) in line with Steininger
(2007) provides a similar picture. The ifo Institute shows the highest market share of research
output for each of the same indicators weighted with the number of full-time equivalents for
the last period. Based on the number of published pages per full-time equivalent, the ifo institute increased its research output threefold from 9 to 27% from the first to the last period.
DIW Berlin was able to moderately increase productivity on a low level (Fig. 9 and 10).
The use of the Steininger list for publication evaluation has a substantial influence on
the publication ranking as compared to the SSCI list. This influence can be seen most clearly
based on the example of the ifo institute. Whereas based on the SSCI journal list ifo shows
only a consistently slight increase in research output for the various indicators but no dominating position within the ranking, based on the Steininger data, it shows the highest growth
rates in research output as well as the highest relative research output in the years 2005 and
2006. The differences to the SSCI evaluation are most striking, if the relative publication
length is used as an indicator. The leading position occupied by DIW Berlin in the years 2005
and 2006 based on the SSCI data is not reproduced when using the Steininger list. In addition,
a sharper fall in the research output of IfW can be observed in the latter case. The research
output of ZEW, on the other hand, proves to be relatively robust to both lists.
The different results of the publication evaluations allow the conclusion that the shifts
within the publication ranking are dependent on the specific selection of journals in the refer-
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As opposed to the procedure of Steininger and Süßmuth (2006) as well as Steininger (2007) no adjustment is
made here in this study to adjust for the affiliation of a person with different academic institutions. We allocate
everbody to the institution with the major employment position.
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ence list of Steininger and Süßmuth (2006) and in particular of Steininger (2007). The survey
used to compile a journal list and to create quality weights was conducted mainly among
German-speaking economists affiliated with universities, whose focus is primarily economic
theory. The Steininger list thus does not necessarily include journals relevant for the task of
the economic research institutes, whose research focus is primarily empirical. It also has a
bias against non-economics and interdisciplinary journals. The Steininger list therefore appears less suitable for the objective aim of this study to survey the implications of different
measurement concepts as compared with the more comprehensive SSCI list.15 When using the
Steininger list, one should at least adjust the full-time equivalents by those departments at the
institutes that are not covered with their research areas by the listed journals in order to guarantee a certain degree of comparability.

5

Quality analysis

The quality aspect is examined in more detail below, also within the framework of the SSCI
data. In addition to weighting the publication data by the number of co-authors as well as
within the framework of the comparison of productivity by full-time equivalents, we also
carry out a quality weighting of SSCI publications in order to analyse in more detail how a
quality weighting based on Steininger (2007) influences the publication ranking. Here, for the
quality weighting of the SSCI publications, in contrast to Steininger and Süßmuth (2005,
2006), we use the impact factors generally employed in the literature, which are derived from
the journals’ citation frequency.16
The presentation in Fig. 11 shows that when taking into consideration the quality aspect—as in the simple analysis of the number of SSCI publications—ZEW shows the highest
market share for the first two periods and DIW Berlin for the last period. Different trends can
be observed between the individual periods at the ifo institute, IfW, and the HWWA. It is
interesting that the developments at ifo and IfW are very similar here to results based on the
Steininger data. However, the market shares of the research output of these two institutes are

15

See also the arguments of Keil and Huber (2004), p. 364.
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See Neary et al. (2003), p. 1244. No impact factors are available for a few journals. These journals are not
taken into account in the further evaluation of the publications.
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now far smaller. This fact indicates that the relatively low number of journals in the Steininger list and its choice-based bias clearly has an affect on the level of the market shares assessed and thus on the research ranking compared with the SSCI Index. Comparable results
are obtained if an adjustment is also made with respect to the number of co-authors.
The presumed division between institutes with strong research output and institutes
with weak research output measured in market shares diminishes steadily if the institutes’
productivity is analyzed based on the quality-weighted relative research output in relation to
full-time equivalents. Here, as with the previous analysis, this produces decreasing market
shares at DIW Berlin, ifo, and ZEW and increasing shares at the other institutes (Fig. 12).
However, DIW Berlin is still in the lead in the last period and more up-front in comparison
with the ZEW.
The publication ranking of the institution-weighted numbers of pages in SSCI publications taking into account the quality aspect but not adjusting for staff size (Fig. 13) only leads
to smaller changes in the order compared with Fig. 3. Again, DIW Berlin replaces ZEW in the
leading position in the last period.
The relevant evaluation of the relative publication output assessed in numbers of pages
(Fig. 14) also supplies comparable results as the evaluation without consideration of the quality aspect in Fig. 6. A higher market share of IfW can be observed here for the years 2000 to
2004. However, again DIW Berlin is taking the clearly leading position in the last period.

6

Distribution within the institutes

Analyses of publication achievements usually deal exclusively with the evaluation of the
overall research output, but not with the internal distribution of this research. However, for an
institution-related assessment of research and policy advice, the question of how broad the
research base is among the employees is of central importance, since advice (and service)
should be based on research in each individual case. Therefore, we surveyed for the first time
how the publication output is distributed over the scientists employed at the respective institutes. Steininger and Süßmuth (2005, 2006) also note that high-quality economic policy advice requires high-quality research, as demonstrated by a high level of publication activities at
the respective institutes.
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The scientific foundation necessary for the institutes’ policy advisory work can only
be ensured through the involvement of as many “heads” as possible in the preparation of
research publications. A concentration of publications among a few employees with a high
level of research output is not sufficient to guarantee the provision of high-quality economic
policy advice throughout an institution.
The distribution of the publication output among individual researchers in the institutes can be illustrated using the concept of the Lorenz curve. Here, the Lorenz curve states
the percentage of researchers who contributed to a certain percentage of publication output.17
The publication data are initially adjusted by external co-authorships and subsequently ordered according to the number of publications for the construction of the Lorenz curve.
Due to the low numbers of publications in the first few years of the period surveyed,
the analysis concentrates on the years 2004 and 2006. Fig. 15 shows that no more than 25% of
the researchers (assessed in full-time equivalents) contributed directly to the publication output in any of the institutes in 2004. The Lorenz curves of the institutes are comparably close
to each other. The research output was concentrated heavily among just a few researchers at
HWWA and IWH in 2004. The broadest distribution of publications among researchers
within an institute was seen at DIW Berlin, closely followed by IfW.
The publication distribution changed considerably in 2006 (Fig. 16). The increasing
distance between the Lorenz curves illustrates the different developments underway in the
research institutes. In particular, DIW Berlin and ZEW show a far higher share of researchers
involved in publications in peer-reviewed journals: at DIW Berlin, almost every second researcher was involved in an SSCI journal publication in 2006. In the last two years, the IfW
was unable to maintain his performance and showed a higher concentration of research in
2006 than two years before. In 2006, the strongest concentration of publication activities in
peer-reviewed journals was observed at the ifo Institute, where just under 20% of the researchers contributed to these publications.

17

With an equally distributed publication output of all researchers the Lorenz curve is identical with the bisecting
line. The greater on the other hand the area between the angle bisector and the Lorenz curve the more unequal is
the distribution of the publication output within the institute.
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Conclusions

A significant increase can be observed in the German economic research institutes’ publications in peer-reviewed journals since the year 2000. DIW Berlin has made the strongest contribution to this development and has achieved the highest visibility based on the absolute
number of peer-reviewed publications. The analysis of SSCI publication data, also using further indicators, in particular controlling for academic quality, leads to shifts in the market
shares away from those institutes with high publication output. The ranking of the institutes
nevertheless appears to be robust. The differences in the market shares between the institutes
are much smaller with the relative publication evaluation, which is an indicator for the productivity of the researchers at the institutes.
The analysis shows that in evaluating publication activities, both the number and the
length of publications as well as the selection of the journal reference list have a significant
influence on the ranking. In those cases, major changes in the publication ranking result. The
selection of journals leads to distortions in the measurement of research output if the list does
not comprise important research fields, as with the list compiled by Steininger and Süßmuth
(2005, 2006) and Steininger (2007). The SSCI list is the more suitable reference list for the
aim of such an analysis: it appears more appropriate in the context of the tasks assigned to the
economic research institutes and most useful for their assessment through a research ranking.
The results found for the distribution of publication efforts in connection with the further results of this study indicate different publication strategies within the institutes. A higher
concentration of publication activities among a low number of researchers can be observed at
the ifo institute and at the IfW, which are more oriented towards university research benchmarks. On the other hand, the publications of DIW Berlin and ZEW are distributed across a
significantly greater share of scientists, who have published rather articles in the broad majority of peer-reviewed journals.
The evaluation of the distribution of publications shows that the institutes need to increase their efforts to ensure a solid academic foundation for their economic policy advice
across the full spectrum of research staff. In the year 2006, ZEW and DIW Berlin have already achieved considerable progress for this objective.
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There is, however, a quantity-quality trade-off: If only the more gifted scientists are allowed to publish in an institute, the share of high quality journals that can be reached is
higher. Hence, if the objective is to bring most research staff to regular publications as is the
objective now, one has to accept a decling share of high quality journals with a rising total
number of publications, at least in the long run. Only in the short run, one may be able to
simultaneously increase quality and quantity by qualifying current staff and employing better
people.
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Fig. 1
Number of SCCI publications

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007

Fig. 2
Number of publications
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
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Fig. 3
Number of pages weighted by institutions
in SSCI publications
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007

Fig. 4
Number of SSCI publications per full-time equivalent

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007
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Fig. 5
Number of SSCI publications per full-time equivalent
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007

Fig. 6
Number of SSCI publications per full-time equivalent
weighted by institutions
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
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Fig. 7
Number of publications (Steininger list)
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
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Fig. 8
Number of published pages (Steininger list)
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the instiutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007
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Fig. 9
Number of publications per full-time equivalent
(Steininger list)
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
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Fig. 10
Number of published pages per full-time equivalent
(Steininger list)
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007
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Fig. 11
Number of SSCI publications weighted with
impact factors
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
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Fig. 12
Number of SSCI publications weighted with
impact factors per full-time equivalent
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
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Fig. 13
Institution-weighted numbers of pages
in SSCI publications weighted with
impact factors
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007

Fig. 14
Institution-weighted numbers of pages
in SSCI publications weighted with
impact factors per full-time equivalent
Market share in %

Sources: Annual reports of the institutes;
calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007
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Fig. 15
Distribution of publications 2004

Scientists in %
Sources: Annual reports of the institutes; calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007

Fig. 16
Distribution of publications 2006

Scientists in %
Sources: Annual reports of the institutes; calculations of DIW Berlin.
DIW Berlin 2007
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